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Gerald Gaus’s The Order of Public Reason: A Theory of Freedom and Morality in a Diverse and Bounded World is refreshingly ambitious. It seems to me that our field today is a little too eager to ‘‘[stay] on the surface, philosophically speaking’’ (Rawls 1999, p. 395; cf. 2005, p. 10). However, the scope of Gaus’s ambition complicates the critic’s task. When a philosophical work aims to present something as grand as a ‘‘theory of freedom and morality,’’ it seems plausible to think that the appropriate unit of analysis is the whole rather than any of its elements. This is especially so in the case of a book like Gaus’s, where the author’s philosophical acumen is well-matched to its objectives. Despite Gaus’s claims to be a fox (xiv),1 The Order of Public Reason is a hedgehoggy work. A full-on assessment of Gaus’s book hence lies well beyond the scope of a single essay. My aims are consequently modest. As Gaus reports (p. 44), in some of my earlier work (2005) I have expressed doubts about the viability of what has come to be known as ‘‘public reason liberalism.’’ To put the matter very roughly, I have argued that these views begin by posing the serious challenge for legitimacy presented by what Rawls called the ‘‘fact of reasonable pluralism’’ (2005, p. 36), but they end up simply denying the problem rather than resolving it. Or, to use terms similar to Gaus’s own (pp. 262, 276), liberal theorists turn to public reason precisely because they recognize that the fact of reasonable pluralism complicates the traditional liberal conception of legitimacy, yet extant public reason liberalisms wind up offering conceptions of public reason that merely define away the original complication. In The Order of Public Reason, Gaus aims for a public reason 1
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liberalism that can do better. Though the result is surely an improvement over extant views, I’m not sure that Gaus succeeds. Here is how I will proceed. I first need to lay out a central plank of Gaus’s project. I then tighten the focus and take up Gaus’s conception of the ‘‘Deliberative Model’’ for proper-wielded moral authority. Ultimately, I will suggest that Gaus’s view occasions the same general worry that plagues other public reason views. Gaus sets out to explain how relations of moral authority could justifiably exist among free and equal moral persons. He begins from the observation that the system of norms, rules, practices, and attitudes that collectively may be called social morality is both indispensible and yet strangely suspicious. We are, after all, inevitably social creatures, and in order to live together in a recognizably human way, we must develop the centrally human dispositions that make that kind of common life possible. This in turn requires us to engage in practices by which some make moral demands on others. In making demands of this kind, we require certain acts of others, we blame and shame them when they fall short, we praise them when they do well, and we sometimes punish those who do especially badly. That is to say, our recognizably human modes of life involve a social framework in which some push others around by telling in them what they must do; ‘‘human society would not even be possible without this framework’’ (p. 193). Yet at the same time, when we make demands of others, it seems to us that we are not merely pushing them around. The force we exert in our dealings with others is different in kind from the force we employ in, say, training pets. We insist that our pets live simply on our terms, molding their behavior to our whim. But when we push each other around, the pushing is often accompanied by the attitudes and dispositions famously discussed by Strawson (1962). That is, the pushing is accompanied by an attribution (often only implicit) by the pusher to the pushed of a certain moral standing; the pushing is intimately connected to practices of blaming and holding responsible. Yet to recognize an entity as a proper subject of blame (or as something that can be held responsible) is to recognize that entity as a fellow moral agent—a creature that, like us, has a moral point of view that is all its own, and thus has its own aims, projects, values, and evaluative standards. Accordingly, social morality is coherent only if there is a kind of pushing that is consistent with regarding the pushed as moral equals. If, alternatively, our purportedly moral practices are really just cleverly-disguised forms of browbeating (p. 30) or subjugation (p. 264), our ordinary moral lives become drastically disoriented, a put on, a sham. Less dramatically, the problem is this: Our social morality calls us to recognize others as equal moral agents, but it also requires us to make moral demands of each other. Social morality involves authority among equals. What could possibly justify that? Gaus answers as follows. Authority is consistent with manifesting a proper regard for the equal moral standing of others if it is exercised on behalf of rules that the others have sufficient reason to endorse and regard as binding from their own point of view (p. 266). Of course, everything hangs on what it is to ‘‘have a sufficient reason.’’ Gaus offers the following telling example (p. 28), modified slightly here. Alfred and Betty share a household and they both enjoy drinking coffee. One
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morning, the household runs out of coffee; and so Alfred promises Betty that he’ll buy coffee on his way home from work. Knowing that Alfred is forgetful, at the end of his work day Betty phones Alfred to say, ‘‘Don’t forget to buy coffee on your way home.’’ She thereby makes present to Alfred what he already has sufficient reason to do, or what he, were he not so forgetful, would recognize as what he must do. As Gaus acknowledges, this case is a little too convenient; one might argue that in reminding Alfred of something he might have forgotten, Betty says nothing that rises to the level of a demand. So consider Gaus’s take on Mill’s ‘‘bad bridge’’ case. A traveler is about to step on to a bridge that he does not know is faulty and thus unable to support his weight. Mill contends that an informed bystander may seize the traveler, thereby forcibly preventing him from stepping on to the bridge. Mill goes so far as to say that in seizing the traveler, one introduces ‘‘no real infringement’’ of the traveler’s liberty (1991 [1859], p. 107). Gaus does not go as far as this. He holds only that interference of this kind does not amount to treating the traveler as a subordinate (p. 35). In the bridge case, substituting one’s own judgment concerning what the traveler ought to do is consistent with treating him as an equal precisely because in seizing the traveler, one is attempting to make him aware of a fact he is (presumably) ignorant of, namely, that the bridge is bad. One thus informs the traveler, thereby enabling him to recognize the overriding reason he (in some sense) already has to not step on the bridge. The bad bridge case is still simplistic, as it seems intuitive to think that informing (like reminding) is different from demanding. However, it does give enough of a sense of what Gaus is driving at. In making moral demands on others, one nonetheless treats them as moral equals if the demand appeals to the reasons they already have but may be overlooking, or unaware of, or perhaps too weak to act upon. As Gaus puts it, one can be said to have a reason only when it is actually present or else there is ‘‘some not-too-difficult bridge to cross,’’ by means of the exercise of one’s rational faculties, which would disclose that reason to the person to whom it is claimed to apply (p. 35). If our everyday lives as social creatures are to make sense, then, we must morally demand of others only that which they (in some sense) already have reason to do. This suggests a test for determining whether a demand is an instance of properlywielded moral authority. Gaus formulates this test as the ‘‘Basic Principle of Public Justification’’ (p. 263): A moral imperative ‘‘U!’’ in context C, based on a rule L, is an authoritative requirement of social morality only if each normal moral agent has sufficient reason to (a) internalize rule L, (b) hold that L requires U—type acts in C, and (c) moral agents generally conform to L. Following Rawls, Gaus holds that if we are wondering whether a rule in our social morality satisfies the Basic Principle of Public Justification, we can ask whether the rule in question would be chosen or endorsed by suitably-described deliberators (p. 264). So he proposes the Deliberative Public Justification Principle: L is a bona fide rule of social morality only if each and every Member of the Public endorses L as binding (and so to be internalized). (p. 267)
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A Member of the Public (MOP) is an idealized counterpart to an actual person— idealized not in that certain facts are stripped away (as in the Rawlsian model), but rather in that MOPs are idealized reasoners. MOPs ‘‘rely only on the reasons they have,’’ and their reasoning is accessible to actual persons (p. 276). MOPs reason properly about moral rules. The thought, then, is that real-world Betty has a counterpart in MOP-Betty; the latter holds the former’s evaluative standards but reasons properly. Thus, if MOP-Betty has sufficient reason to endorse a proposed rule L of social morality, then real-world Betty also has sufficient reason to do so, whether she presently realizes it or not. Suppose then that MOP-Betty has sufficient reason to endorse L as binding. Were real-world Alfred, then, to demand of realworld Betty that she U, this demand is an instance of properly-wielded moral authority provided that U-ing is required by L in the present context C. Of course, the story is more complicated than this because we are looking to see whether there are bona-fide moral rules that apply to us all, and, as they are counterparts to real-world persons, MOPs do not share the same evaluative standards. There is, as Gaus says, ‘‘great diversity in the reasons’’ (p. 277) that the MOPs bring to the deliberative task. To tame the complications, Gaus introduces reasonable and I think largely uncontroversial constraints both on what can count as an evaluative standard (pp. 279–280) and what can count as a moral rule (pp. 294–303). We are to imagine MOPs being presented with ‘‘a choice set composed of all proposals that satisfy the constraints on moral rules’’ (p. 303). Each MOP evaluates each proposed rule by means of a pairwise comparison invoking his or her own evaluative standards. The result is this: Only those rules that are acceptable to every MOP are bona-fide rules of social morality. Consequently, any real world Alfred may demand of any Betty that she U, provided that every counterpart MOP endorses a rule L, and that L in the present (real-world) context requires that real-world Betty U. Such a demand is consistent with Betty’s moral equality, as it is like the bad bridge case: Alfred demands that Betty do what she has sufficient reason of her own to do. What is important here are the grounds that Gaus specifies upon which a MOP might reject a proposal. They are of two broad kinds. First, a proposed moral rule may be rejected for failing to be a proper moral rule. More importantly, Gaus thinks also that a proposed moral rule could be rejected on the grounds that the ‘‘moralization’’ of the domain which the proposal seeks to regulate is too high. In such cases, having no social rule is preferable to having any rule, and we are left with ‘‘blameless liberty’’ (p. 316) in that domain. Indeed, Gaus argues that as free and equal participants in the moral enterprise, the default position is one in which no one has authority over any other (p. 320); consequently, only proposed authority relations stand in need of justification, and blameless liberty is the natural default (p. 321). This is but a sketch of Gaus’s Deliberative Model. But what is on the table is enough to raise two broad concerns. As I mentioned at the beginning, it strikes me that Gaus’s version of public justification invites some of the same worries that plague other public reason views. As anyone who has followed the recent debates over liberalism knows, public reason theories are most frequently charged with being in various ways ‘‘rigged’’ or ‘‘fixed’’ to ensure that only certain kinds of policies—typically, those that are likely
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to appeal to progressive American academics—are plausible candidates for public justification.2 Those who make this kind of charge tend to press at least one of the following five complaints: Public reason liberalism (1) presupposes an arbitrary and self-serving distinction between ‘‘public’’ and ‘‘nonpublic’’ reasons; (2) stipulates an exclusionary conception of ‘‘reasonableness’’; (3) draws an artificial boundary between the matters that are subject to the demands of public reasoning and those that are not; (4) imposes civic duties that are especially burdensome for those with moral and religious commitments of a certain kind, while being remarkably light for those without such commitments; (5) demands that religious citizens bifurcate their selves into ‘‘private’’ and ‘‘public’’ personalities. These charges, singularly or in some combination, typically are raised in the context of pressing the more sweeping objection that public reason liberalism is itself illiberal, or even incoherent. The thought here is that under the guise of respecting pluralism, valuing toleration, and prizing open engagement among citizens, public reason liberalism in fact excludes, silences, and marginalizes those who hold views that lie outside of the mainstream among progressive academics.3 When pressed specifically on behalf of religious citizens, the charge is that public reason liberalism is subtly but decidedly hostile to religious belief and the demands of conscience that religious commitment engenders. Gaus’s view evades much of this. The Deliberative Model does not invoke new evaluative standards that are alien to actual citizens, nor does it identify some special kind of reason as uniquely justificatory. More importantly, rather than seeing public justification as some special requirement for persons when they occupy the role of citizen, Gaus sees that public justification is continuous with the rest of our moral lives. Accordingly, there is no special burden that falls to some citizens and not others, and there is no requirement for religious citizens to ‘‘privatize’’ or ‘‘bracket’’ their religiously-based moral convictions or recognize a split between their civic role and their religious identity. All of this is of course to the good. However, questions remain and I want to raise two broad concerns. First, there is a further aspect to the social practice of making moral demands, even in the name of justified rules, to which Gaus does not attend. Even when I have internalized a rule of social morality, and thus implicitly recognized that I have sufficient reason to act as the rule dictates, there is still a question of who among my fellow participants in social morality has the standing to demand that I comply with the rule. To return to Gaus’s example: I have promised my wife this morning that I will buy coffee on the way home, and I indeed am forgetful and hence prone to fail to make good on the sufficient reasons I have to buy coffee; however, it is not at all clear that this warrants one of my colleagues in calling me at the end of the day with the message, ‘‘Don’t forget: Buy coffee on the way home today.’’ It is true that in 2



Eberle (2002) remains the most sophisticated treatment of these issues. See also Perry (2009) and Audi (2011).
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Note that theorists who otherwise are deeply opposed share this criticism of public reason liberalism. Natural Law conservatives like Robert George and Christopher Wolfe (2000) raise pretty much the same objections as radical democratic theorists such as Young (2000) and Benhabib (1996).
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making the call, my colleague has not subjugated me. But he has overstepped his authority by poking his nose into my business, as it were. So whereas Joanne may call Bob to remind him (her husband) to buy coffee, it would be out of line for David (Bob’s colleague) to do so, even though in both cases Bob is simply being reminded of the reasons he already has. Bob might well say to David, ‘‘Stop meddling!’’ Now consider a slightly less simplified case. Reverend Wholesome routinely publicly chastises adulterers and regularly demands of others that they ‘‘stay faithful!’’ Once the Reverend is revealed to be a serial adulterer, it is perfectly reasonable for others to reject the authority of his demands concerning adultery, even though the content of that demand is indeed authoritative. The Reverend’s hypocrisy serves to revoke his standing to speak for social morality, even when he demands what it in fact requires. In order to vindicate our practices of social morality, one needs more than a theory of when a demand has the right content. The practice of making demands always is engaged among persons who bear relations of various kinds to each other. And there are some who simply do not have the standing to issue certain kind of moral demands, even in cases where the content of their demand satisfies The Basic Principle of Public Justification. I mention this because many citizens in liberal democracies are inclined to hold that proper moral authority can be wielded only by persons with the right kind of moral standing. Often this standing is reserved for those who are themselves moral exemplars, or, more commonly, persons who have the right religious convictions. Gaus’s view requires everyone to acknowledge that our fellow citizens as such are equal participants in social morality, and thus equally qualified to issue demands. As much as this strikes me as attractive, we know that according to many of our fellow citizens, there are large numbers of others who are morally lost, benighted, and blind. Many of those who hold this view of large numbers of their fellows are fully prepared to live with those they regard as morally benighted on fair and cooperative terms; they are in this (minimal) sense fit for citizenship in a liberal democracy. And yet they are conscience-bound to reject the thought that their benighted fellows could be fit to wield moral authority of any kind. They must regard these others as persons with whom only a modus vivendi social arrangement is appropriate, or even possible. Accordingly, the requirement driving Gaus’s view that we must regard each other as equal interpreters of social morality will strike some as foreign and alienating, or, worse, as requiring a betrayal of conscience. The worry that public reason liberalism at root is hostile to certain forms of religious conviction reemerges. A related concern arises in light of Gaus’s claim that ‘‘blameless liberty’’ is the moral default. This view has the virtue of directing us to simply refrain from issuing rules where matters are sufficiently vexed. But trouble emerges once we realize that many of the most controversial cases of social morality are such that the distinction between ‘‘no-rule’’ (blameless liberty) and a maximally permissive rule is hard to sustain. The most obvious (hence hackneyed) case is abortion, where ‘‘blameless liberty’’ must appear to the pro-life advocate as morally equivalent to the pro-choice position. Or, to take a different example, according to popular views that prevail among conservatives in the US, ‘‘blameless liberty’’ with respect to homosexuality is morally indistinguishable from a policy of endorsing homosexuality.
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The familiar moral controversies concerning the public education curriculum, same-sex marriage, gun-control, stem-cell research, pornography, among many others have at their core a dispute about whether there is a meaningful no-rule/ permissive rule distinction (or, to try to be cute, a distinction between the libertarian and the libertine). Consequently, Gaus’s proposal that blameless liberty is the default in cases of deep moral controversy will no doubt strike many of the parties to those controversies as unacceptable, an attributing to their political opposition a default victory, and thus a mere pushing around. Once again, the old worries about public reason liberalism begin to emerge. I have of course only scratched the surface, and the two concerns I have raised are at best sketches of opening salvoes in a much more extended dialectic. As I have mentioned, Gaus goes a long way towards vindicating public reason liberalism in the face of longstanding challenges proffered especially on behalf of religious liberal citizens. Here I have tried only to suggest where those who oppose the public reason approach wholesale are likely to begin to object to Gaus’s version, which on anyone’s account must be regarded as the most sophisticated and formidable public reason liberalism yet devised. Whether it can prevail is a matter to be decided only in the course of the kind of far-reaching debate that Gaus’s book deserves to stimulate.
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